
KS3 Part 1 (Y7) KS3 Part 2 (Y8) KS3 Part 3 (Y9) KS4 Part 1 (Y10) KS4 Part 2 (Y11) KS5 (Y12) KS5 (Y13)

Earth and Space  (movement of 

Earth, Sun and Moon)
Speed Contact forces Forces P5 Forces P5 Forces Mechanics Fields

Forces (speed; distance-time graphs)
(contact forces; deformation; linear 

relationships; friction)

(contact and non-contact forces; friction; 

speed and stopping distance)

(scalars and vectors; contact and non-contact 

forces; gravity; resultant forces; work; 

elasticity; speed and velocity; acceleration)

(Newton’s Laws; forces and braking; 

momentum)

(scalars and vectors; moments; motion along 

a straight line; projectile motion; Newton’s 

Laws of motion; momentum)

(gravitational fields; Newton’s Law; 

gravitational field strength; gravitational 

potential; orbits of planets and satellites)

(gravity; friction; levers, pulleys 

and gears)
Gravity Pressure Turning Points

(mass and weight; gravity; orbits; varying 

gravity)

(pressure; fluid pressure; atmospheric 

pressure)

(Michelson-Morley experiment; Einstein’s 

theory of special relativity; time dilation; 

length contraction; mass and energy)

Electricity Voltage & resistance Electromagnets Electricity and Magnetism P2 Electricity P2 Electricity Electricity Fields

(brightness and voltage; circuit 

symbols; magnets; series circuits; 

conductors and insulators)

(series and parallel circuits; voltage; 

resistance; conduction and insulation; safety)
(electromagnets; uses of electromagnets)

(current; resistance; AC and DC; domestic 

electricity; power and energy; magnets; 

magnetic fields)

(circuit symbols; series and parallel; AC and 

DC; mains electricity; power; the National 

Grid)

(charge and current; resistance; LDR’s; 

bulbs; thermistors; diodes)

(current electricity; current-voltage 

characteristics; resistivity; circuits; potential 

divider; electromotive force and internal 

resistance)

(Coulomb’s Law; electric field strength; 

electric potential; magnetic flux density; 

moving charges in a magnetic field; magnetic 

flux and flux linkage; electromagnetic 

induction; alternating currents; transformers)

Current Magnets P7 Electromagnetism P7 Electromagnetism Capacitance

(current; charge; electric fields; series v 

parallel)
(magnetic fields; magnetic materials) (magnets; magnetic fields)

(electromagnetism; Fleming’s Left Hand Rule; 

motors)

(capacitance; parallel plate capacitor; energy 

stored by a capacitor; capacitor charge and 

discharge)

Turning Points

(cathode rays; thermionic emission of 

electrons; specific charge of the electron; 

Millikan’s experiment)

Energy costs Work Energy P1 Energy P1 Energy Mechanics Thermal Physics

(power; renewable v non-renewable; energy 

in the home)
(work; making work easier)

(KE; GPE; EPE; efficiency; thermal 

conductivity; energy resources)

(energy stores and systems; power; energy 

transfers in a system; efficiency; national and 

global energy resources)

(KE; GPE; EPE; specific heat capacity)
(work, energy and power; conservation of 

energy)

(thermal energy transfer; ideal gases; 

molecular kinetic theory model)

Energy transfer Heating & cooling

(energy stores; energy transfers; energy 

dissipation)

(thermal energy; conduction, convection and 

radiation; insulation)

Light Sound Wave effects Waves P6 Waves P6 Waves Waves Periodic Motion

(shadows; how we see)
(sound waves; volume and pitch; auditory 

range)

(energy transfer by waves; audio equipment; 

damage caused by waves)

(transverse and longitudinal; wave 

properties; electromagnetic waves)

(transverse and longitudinal; wave 

properties; electromagnetic waves)

(transverse and longitudinal; wave 

properties; electromagnetic waves)

(progressive waves; longitudinal and 

transverse waves; superposition and 

stationary waves; interference; diffraction; 

refraction at a plane surface)

(circular motion; Simple Harmonic Motion; 

forced vibrations and resonance)

Sound Light Wave properties Turning Points

(how sound is made; pitch, 

volume)
(light colours; refraction; reflection) (longitudinal v transverse; transmission)

(Newton’s corpuscular theory of light; 

Young’s double slit; electromagnetic waves; 

discovery of photoelectricity; wave-particle 

duality; electron microscopes)

Structure of Matter P3 Particle Model of Matter P3 Particle Model of Matter Particles Nuclear Physics

(atoms and nuclear radiation) (density; particle motion)
(changes of state; internal energy; specific 

heat capacity; specific latent heat)

(constituents of the atom; stable and 

unstable nuclei; particles, antiparticles and 

photons; particle interactions; classification of 

particles; quarks and antiquarks; application 

of conservation laws; photoelectric effect; 

collisions of electrons with atoms; energy 

levels and photon emission; wave-particle 

duality)

(Rutherford scattering; alpha, beta and 

gamma radiation; radioactive decay; nuclear 

instability; nuclear radius; mass and energy; 

induced fission; safety aspects)

P4 Atomic structure P4 Atomic structure Materials

(structure of an atom; development of the 

model of an atom; radioactive decay; nuclear 

radiation; contamination and irradiation)

(mass number; atomic number and isotopes; 

nuclear equations; half-life)
(bulk properties of solids; Young Modulus)
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